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L~

INTRODUCTION

Modern day America is characterized by the specialization
and mechanization ot practically eve-ry area of man's life and
work.

To this characterization is added the complex problem of

helping each individual find the place in life where he is best
fitted to serve and live.

All kinds and types of programs have

been developed to fit various aspects of this modern day problem
but the one that is gaining much attention and support of the
leaders of government and education is the program of services
being offered in the public schools to help young people better
understand themselves and prepare for the many years of adult
life ahead of them.

This program is connnonly termed the "guidance

program" or the "guidance service" of the school.

General Aims of the Paper
Having sensed the problem that faces modern educators in
providing the needed services in each school system, this writer
has undertaken the task of analyzing the needs relative to the
establishment of a guidance program in the Hutsonville, Illinois
school system.
Schools which have adequately trained teachers and adm1n1sI

trators are not devoid of all guidance services even though there
is no organized guidance program or trained director of guidance
services.

With this in mind, this study of the existing conditions

at Hutsonville High School has been made.

-2-

The aims of this paper were to: (1) determine from intensive
research the type of guidance program and the kinds of guidance
services that are needed today--with emphasis upon the small
high school situated in a predominately agricultural community;
(2) evaluate the guidance programs that are currently being
conducted in high schools of similar size and comparative
economic settings 1n the east central area of the state of
Illinois; (3) try to determine the extent of guidance services
currently being offered in the Hutsonville High School, where
there is no assigned guidance director; and (4) try to bring
together these three aspects of this study in such a manner
that recommendations for the establishment of a guidance program
in the Hutsonville school system can be made and substantiated.

Definitions of Terminology
In order to have a better understanding as to what is ·being

said, a 'definition of terminology used in this paper may prove
helpful.
The term "guidance" is a broad term and needs to be divided
into some specific aspects.

Various authors wrote on the subject

in the following terms:
Historically, the term guidance has been used in
the field of education to designate the assistance
given to students in the solution of problems that lay
outside the area of classroom teaching situations. For
instance, ever since the first decade of the present
century, guidance has meant, to a large extent, the
guidance of students in the area of vocational problems.
By about 1925, a growing number or colleges and
universities were providing guidance services for
their students,. These activities were more conmonly

-3referred to as student personnel services. Today
these services constitute all-embracing programs of'
assistance to students; this program, of course,
includes guidance services. At the high-school
level as well as at the college level, these services
have more and more included assistance to students
in solvi°' their educational, vocational, and personal
problems.
A second author had the following statement concerning his
views on the nature and extent of guidance.
What is guidance? Guidance, as the term is used
in this book, refers to an organized group of services
established f'or the purpose of assisting each student
to attain his maximum potential development and
adjustment. These services are an integral part of
the total school curriculum and should complement
instructions in assisting the student to achieve the
purposes of the school.
Three emphases should be noted in this definition:
(1) guidance is an organized group of services. Though
much incidental and unorganized gµidance is done (and
some of this may be good guidance) any guidance program
which achieves the maximum good must have organization
and sound structure. (2) the purpose of' guidance is to
assist the "whole' student in his development and adjustment. Maximum development can be achieved only by providing
an individualized program of education based upon the
knowledge of the differences in students. Consequently,
importance is attached to the developmental and adjustment
process. (3) the guidance services are an integral
part of" the ,t otal educational program and should be .
organized and admini~tered within the structure of
the school.»!'6gram.
Still anotller author states his views on the guidance
situation in the following words.
Any attempt to define all aspects of the guidance
program in a .single statement is certain to be only
partially·'SllC~e!lsful.
Definitions of processes are
often ina.d~g.u•te.. and attempts to define guidance
services haVe been no exception. A definition of
guidance services could perhaps be most effectively
stated if focused upon the guidance process and its
services to individuals.
1. J.; Anthony Humphreys and Arthur E. Traxler, Guidance Services,

( Chicagq!' Science Research Associates, Inc. , 1954),

2. Dean

c.

8-9.

Andrew and Roy DeVerl Willey, Ad.Tinistration and .

~anization of' the Guidance Progra.m,ew fork: Hlrper and
os., 1~58), 1.

-4The guidance process consists of a group of
services to individuals to assist them in securing
the knowledges and skills needed in making adequate
choices, plans, and interpretations essential to
satisfactory adjustment in a variety of areas. These
services are designed to result in efficiency in
areas which require that the individual make adjustment in order that he may be an effective member
of society.
·
·
Guidance services include providing the individual
with cumulative evidence about his abilities, interests~
growth, development, and limitations. They provide
also comprehensive information about educational and
occupational opportunities and requirements, personality
development, effective studying and learning, and
other areas in1 which he needs information not usually
provided through the instructional program. They. ·set up
means for aiding his placement and adjustment in classroom, cocurricular, and community activities, and in an
occupational area. 3
·
The terms "guidance program11 and

11

guidance service" will

better describe the actual work that is done because these
include the many areas of specific responsibility of the
guidance director.

Whether the work be counseling, testing,

occupational instruction or education, these are only parts
of the total area of guidance and should not be used interchangably in a discussion of the subject.
The guidance services make up a large part of the "student
personnel services", but not all of it, as seen in the following
description.
Student personnel services in a school or college
are the systematically organized and operated services
that provide assistance to the individual in the
realization (a) of his own best adju•tments to problems
and situations, and (b) of hi• own highest possible
achievements.
The over-all program of student personnel
services ofter~ assistance to the individual in all
phases of his personal development: intellectual growth,
aesthetic appreciation, emotional maturity, physical
condition, social and civic relationships, vocational

3. Glenn E. Smith,

I

1 Princi~es and Practices of the Guidance

Program, (New !York:

e MacMillan Company, 1951), 5.

-5potentialities and skills, financial needs, and moral
and spiritual values
Guidance services make up a major part of student
personnel services. Guidance services embrace the
cluster of .activities or e.iperiences that assist the
individual student to grow in self-understanding, to
make wiser decisions, and · to do increasingly effective
planning.
.
·
Counseling, interviewing, and testing are processes,
or tools, used in the program of guidance services.
They are basic features of guidance services.
Counseling is ·the process of individualizing the
assistance given the student to~ard achieving the
maximum or his potentialities.
The process of guidance, then, is not absolutely dependent
on instruction for its existence; it can proceed parallel to,
and coordinated with, any mode or form or instruction, whether
it be highly academic or broadly developmental. 5

Procedure
The procedure for this paper was to identify the general
aims or the paper and then direct the research, questionnaires,
and interviews towards a realization of these aims.
The paper was so arranged that the chapters on research,
programs in other high schools, present situation in Hutsonville,
and recoDD'.Jlendations arid conclusions all cover the same general
areas of: (1) individual analysis service,
information service,
up,

(4) counseling,

(7) in-service training,

(9) public

relations~

(2) testing,

(5) placement,

(3)

(6) follow-

(8) facilities and their cost,

This has been planned as an aid to easier
J

cheeking and interpretation of the recommendations and conclusions.

4. Humphreys and Willey, op.cit., 10-11.
5. Robert HendI7 Mathewson, Guidance Policy and Practice, (New York:
Harper and Bros., 1949), 166.

-6The data contained in the paper has been collected through
three methods: (1) related research 1
(3) questionnaires.
in the Appendix.

(2) personal interviews 1

Copies of the questionnaires used are found

Personal interviews and questionnaires were

supplied by the Superintendent or the Hutsonville School system1
the Principal of Hutsonville High School; the Superintendent and
Guidance Director of Palestine High School 1 the Guidance Director
of Oblong High School, the Principal of Oakland High School 1
the Guidance Director of Kansas School System 1 the Guidance
Director or Martinsville High School 1 and the Guidance Director
of Westfield High School.
The material gained through interviews and questionnaires
was tabulated and interpreted as the basis for chapters three
and four of this paper.

Chapter 2.
RELATED RESEARCH
Basic Aims and Philosoppy of a Guidance Program
The aims and philosophies of current leaders in the guidance
field have undergone a rather marked change from the thinking
of the early leaders.

The term "guidance" today is most frequently

used to describe a variety of services which have the common
objective of helping pupils become increasingly self-guided in
the maximum utilization of their talents and opportunities.
Guidance made its first appearance in American
education as vocational guidance. Therefore, the
first guidance efforts of the schools were intended
to help the individual choose, prepare for, enter,
and progress in a vocation suited to his abilities
and interests. It was not long, however, before
those responsible for the work of the school 8egan
to see the broader implications of guidance.
The forerunners of today's programs of organized
guidance developed more or less independently out
of local conditions in several different places.
Although no one place can be given sole credit for
originating the guidance movement, professional
literature mentions the city ofl"BOston most frequently
as "the cradle of vocational guidance," and New York
City next most frequently. In these two cities,
various organizations worked together to help guide
young people in planning their careers and in finding
jobs. During the early years, however, the vocat1ona1
guidance movement may have had more sustained vigor
in certain fdidwestern cities, particularly Cincinnati
and Chicago, than in any of the cities on the :Eastern
Seaboard. 7
Around the turn of the century vocational guidance was
stimulated by several American authors

~!ting

editorials,

articles, and books on the subject of how to succeed in business

6. Leslie L. Chisholm,

Guidin~Youth

(Chicago: American BOoi

o.,

in the Secondary School,

1945}, 7.

7. Humphreys and Traxler, op.cit., 72,73.

-8or life.

The guidance movement did not really gain momentum.

until the late 1930's and early 1940's.

Smith has identified

the following factors that contributed to a reawakening of
interest in guidance:
1. Secondary schools were attended by a greater
portion of school-age youth. The character of their
student body changed.
2. The differences among pupils were more clearly
recognized as the psychology of individual differences
became more pronounced.
3. The world of work became more complex as inventions
and technological changes made more specialized demands
·
of the labor force.
4. The proliferation of offerings in schools was
brought about by the head to provide suitable education
for greater variety of pupils and to meet JIUU1l' responsibilities previously carried by home and church.
5. Theories and facts concerning child growth and
development, which became more numerous, placed additional
responsibilities on the school.
6. Tests were improved, with the result that their
range of usefulness was greatly increased.
7. Socio-economic conditions during the Great
Depression pointed up youth's need for specialized help
in planning for and finding a productive place in society.
8. The Second World War and the period of economic
growth foleow1ng it demanded a better utilization of
manpower.
:Educational leaders have sensed the need for each student
to become familiar with a wide range of information about himself,
his interests, his abilities, his previous development in the
various areas or living and his plans or ambitions tor the future.
"A well-roUnded curriculum is not enough; organized guidance
services to meet the needs of individual boys and girls are
necessary.

In fact, the broader the curriculum is, the greater

is the need for guidance." 9
Guidance services are directed primarily at the
self-realization of the individual. They are not viewed

8. Smith, op.cit., 38-45.
9. George L. Keppers, "Organizing auida)nce Servic es: Specialists
Speak' (Clearing House, 31:216 -20 , Dec. 1956 , 220 •

i-9-

as a measure for eftecting better utilization of
human resources
se. But when the individual is
able thru wise gu ance to build a more effective
life, society also benefits. We can at"ford less
and less the possible waste of specialized talent. lO

Pia

All of the authors cited in this paper tended to agree on
the basic aims of the modern guidance program.

Even though the

aims were generally the same, the direction of approach, the
place of emphasis, the extent of services, and the various
relationships of the program may differ somewhat as can be
seen by the following quotations:
Basically, then, guidance is for the purpose of:
1. Aiding the individual in the identification of
his abilities, aptitudes, interests, and attitudes.
2. Assisting the individual to understand, accept,
and utilize these traits.
3. Helping the individual recognize his aspirations
in light of his traits.
4. Providing the individual with opportunities tor
learning about areas of occupational and educational
endeavors.
5. Aiding the individual 1n the development of
value senses.
6. HelPingtthe individual in obtaining experiences
which will assist him in the making or tree and wise
choices.
7. Assisting the individual in developing his
potentials to their optimum so that he may become the
individual he is capable or becoming.
8. Aiding t~i individual in becoming more and more
self-directive.
The guidance point of view may be defined more
specifically as the attitude that aims to help the
individual:
1. To understand himself
2. To make the most of his capacities, interests
and other qualities
3. To adjust himself satisfactorily to the varied
situations within his total environment
4. To develop the ability to make his own decisions
wisely and to solve his •problems intlependently

10. Gordon V. Anderson "Organization an4 Administration of
Guidance Services 6, Review of Educational Research,
(April 1957), 27:166.
11. Franklin R. Zeran and Anthony c. Riccio, Organization and
Ad.ministration of Guidance Services, (Ch:icago: Rarid
McNally and Co., 1962), 2.
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5. To make his own unique Cf~tributions to society
to the fullest possible extent.
The guidance program must be organized in
terms or certain desires, attitudes, and beliefs on
the part . of all members of the school staff. The
suggestions given below will serve to illustrate
the importance of these points of view in determining
the form ot organization to be followed in the school.
1. The guidance program should be organized so
that it makes the maximum contribution to the entire
school program. It should contribute to the
improvement of almost every activity represented
in the school's total educational program.
2. The guidance program should be organized to
provide ample time tor competent individual counseling.
3. The guidance program should assist in the
coordination of school, home, and connunity resources
that contribute to the development of boys and girls.
4. '!'he guidance program should be organized to
provide those needed services which supplement the
regular offering of the school. These services might
include placement, follow-up testing, provision of
occupational and training intonnation, and many other
related services. j
The organization or the guidance program may range from
the highly centralized, specialist type or system, which
revolves around a corps of psychological specialists, to
the most decentralized teacher type or organization, which
sees the guidance work conducted in intiJDB.te connection with
the curricular activities of the school.
Therefore, it becomes necessary that organizers
and developers of school guidance progri.ms carefully
decide on their basic premise, albeit not an
exclusive one, for school programming. Following
this decision, each stat"f should determine what
specific guidance procedures are needed tor the
implementation of this selected premise. Further,
each start should determine what general guidance
procedures should be emphasized to implement the
particular premises chosen. This is in contrast to
the oft-imitated plan of using a one-type published

12. Humphreys and Traxler, oprcit., 5.

13. Clifford E. Erickson and Glenn E. Smith, Organization and
Administration of Guidasc1 Services, (New York: McGrawH!ii BOok Co., !he., 19 I , 21-22.

--11standard for developing a particular guidance program.

I f a school merely copies a program, there will have

to be changes almost immediately if the progr&f is to
be congruent with pupil needs in that school. 4
The type of program initiated must fit the needs of the
situation involved but still the general services rendered will
be services to pupils in groups, services to pupils as individuals,
services to the instructional start, services to the administration,
and research activities. l5
One of the ways to determine an appropriate group of guidance
services is to analyze the obligations that the guidance program
assumes for each pupil.

The following eight have been described

by Hatch and Dressel:
1. To collect all the significant information about
an individual which Will' be of assistance in furthering
his adju$tment.
2. To interpret that information to the individual
and members ot his family whenever such information
is needed in order to reach a more objective solution
to problems.
3. To furnish to the individual such information
that is not given in the conventional education system
and which will make his next steps more realistic and
meaningful.
4. To interpret the information to the individual
and his family so that a maximum of benefit from the
information may be expected.
5. To assist the individual in a complete analysis
or all factors which will be helpful to him in his
adjustment to his environment.
6. To alter the environment or the individual,
whenever possible, so as to enhance the speed
of adjustment.
7. To aid the individual 1n adjusting to the
post-school situation.
8. To follow up the individual after he leaves
the school in order to evaluate his adjustment and

14. Herman J. Peters, "Interferences to Guidance Program Development",
Personnel and Guidance Journal, (Oct. 1963), 42:120.
~.

Clifford E. Froehlich, Guidance Services In Schools, (New York:
McGraw-Hill Book Company, Irie., 1958), 21-22.
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to obtain information which may
improve the school environment.

~~

used to alter and

Every pupil in the school may need certain services of
the guidance program.

'!'he program must not be geared entirely

towards either the "normal" student or the "problem" student,
even though preventive action on the part of the guidance worker
is often more valuable than is curative action.

Guidance, to be

effective, must be an integral part of the educational program
and must be available to all individuals at all grade levels.
Guidance is an intricate and complex process,
the results of which are often intangible, longdelayed, and difficult to isolate. For this reason
the achievement of outcomes in terms of stated goals
or objectives takes a different departure from the
evaluation or school learning. Nevertheless,
difficulties of evaluating the ultimate effect or
guidance activities on the individual student should
not prevent the formulation and execution of
evaluatio~ plans.
These plans must be adapted to
the local situation, be based on the objectives ot
the school program, -and involve counselors, teachers,
administrators, stl~ents, parents, and other citizens
or the ' community. 7
.
The basic aims of each .f11dance program will no doubt
reflect the philosophies of those who administer the program.
The area or services to be rendered will no doubt be tempered by
the aims of the director and administrators.

The quality of the

program does not necessarily depend upon the broad range of
services offered but more upon the thoroughness .of the work
performed.

16. Raymond N. Hatch and Paul L. Dressel, Guidance Services in the
Seconda~

1953),

School, (Dubuque, Iowa: Wm.

,22.

17. Andrew and Willey, op.cit., p.269

c.

Brown Company,

-13Organizing the Program
The question might be

~sked--why

organize?

It seems quite

apparent that various guidamce services are offered by all schools
and many of these are carried on without much effort to coordinate
them.

In this case no true guidance program exists.

It seems

evident that when a program is properly organized and activities
coordinated, there will be less duplications of guidance activities
and a greater number of students can be reached with more services.
Certain things are to

~e

kept in mind in relation to

organizing a beginning guidance program.
First, it is essential that the beginning program
be not one-sided. That is, it should be a modest
beginning program which is to be expanded from time
to time into one which will meet all guidance needs or
all pupils. The beginning program, therefore, is
intended to serve two important purposes. In the first
place, it aims to contribute significantly to the
guidance needs of the ~up1ls. In the second place,
it aims to serve as a training ground for teachers
and as a testing ground for the expansion §f the
guidance work into the ultimate program. 1
Second, any guidance program, to be effect~ve,
must be an integral part or the educative process,
accepted and carried out by all teachers and other
school workers. Personnel work is more than a
method; it must also b~ an attitude of mind and a
philosophy which pervades the whole school system
and every activity. The guidance service, no matter
how elaborate and well devised, will exist only :1on
paper if it fails to meet the needs of a particular ,
school. system or if it is not accepted by the teaching
personnel who must help to carry it out. 19
1

Third, the success or any endeavor depends greatly
upon the personality of the person directing it and the
technical· skill he has for the job. But there are
certain additional aspects of initiating a new gu+dance
program that seem to be conducive to success. (1)
acknow1ease that the educational program determines
18. Chisholm, op.cit., 363
19. Mathewson, op.cit., 135,136.

-14how much service will be given· (2) begin with a
flexible course of action; (3~ ask for faculty help
in structuring the per~onnel services; (4) rush slowly;
(5) depend on school adminis~5ative advice as you
involve community agencies.
Hamilton, in an article in Illinois F.ducation, had this
to say about their procedure in organizing a guidance program:

., .

A first step in our small high school--and an
essential one--was to identify the following criteria
as basic to setting,inp our program and as essential
to its continued success once in operation: (1)
general recognition and understanding on the part of
students, parents, school board, and staff or the
need for and role of a good guidance program; (2)
a minimum amount of money from local funds (and possibly
from Title V of the National Defense :Education Act);
(3) teacher support and assistance for the guidance
program; (4) a person or persons reasonably well
trained (and willing to become better trained) and
highly interested, to direct the guidance program. 21
Hamilton stated in this same article that they began with

a very modest program that included: (1) the securing of college
handbooks;

(2) a career day;

(3) the incorporation of a career

unit in freshman social studies class;
a good low cost information service; and

(4) the subscription to
(5) the encouragement

of all teachers to develop interests and explore careers in units.
The State Supervisor of Guidance Services for Connecticut
listed .the following twenty principles of organization and
administration of a guidance program:
1. Guidance services are a direct responsibility
of the administration.
2. Guidance services should serve all youth,
not only the maladjusted.
3. The cooperative effort of administration and
staff members is essential to the development of an
effective guidance program.

20. Joe E. Nunley, "Initiating A Guidance Program", The Clearing
House, (January 1963), 37:271.
21. Curtis L. Hamilton, "Guidance Services in the Small High School",
Illinois Ekiucation, (May, 1962), 50:399.

-154. The development or extension of a guidance
program requires the identification of natural starting
points.
·.
5. The school must discover and draw into the guidance
program all or the worthwhile guidance activities
already in operation. Guidance services exist in every
school in some degree.
6. Distinctions must be drawn between guidance
services and the instructional program.
7. The success of the guidance program is dependent upon the competency of counselors, the contributions
or teachers, the support of administrators and the
utilization of community resources. But, the catalyst
in this combination is the effectiveness of human
relations.
8. The practices, procedures, tools and techniques
employed in the guidance program must be adapted to the
training and ability of the guidance workers who are
going to make use of them.
9. Organization should be as simple as possible.
10. The objectives of the guidance program should
be in harmony with the objectives or the institution.
The former should be organized to facilitate the latter.
11. The guidance program must recognize and
operate within the 111D1tations imposed by the
institution.
12. Every staff member must have an understanding and appreciation of the practices, procedures,
functions and objectives of the guidance program.
13. Adequate space, equipment, supplies, time
and specialized personnel must be provided.
14. The guidance program should not be a
compromising set of services but rather facilitating
in nature.
15. The development of the guidance program
must be steady and of a long-range nature.
16. It should not be assumed that the guidance
program can substitute tor an inadequate total
school organization.
17. The thinking or school personnel must be
shifted from subjects to pupils and their special
needs and problems.
18. The guidance program should not take over
the functions and activities of other departments
or the school program.
19. The guidance program cannot be developed
adequately without some additional expense to the
school; thus, . some budgetary increases are necessary.
20. Ample time ~~r competent individual counseling
should be provided.

22. S.A. Hamrin, Initiati~ and Administerin~ Guidance Services,
(Bloomington, Ill.:
Knight and McKnig~ PUblishing Co.,

1953), 30,31 •
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-16A more specific outline of activities that should probably
be carried out by the guidance director in association with the
guidance cotmnittee and staff members who are sincerely interested
in the successful development of the guidance program is given
in the following list:
1. Acquaint the entire staff with the guidance
point-of-view. This may be done by means ot bulletins,
staff meetings, and personal conferences.
2. Develop detailed plans for the guidance
program, and encourage the faculty to help with the
formulation ot the program.
3. Encourage enthusiasm for the guidance program,
but don't force it.
4. Study the pupils' records carefully, and extend
them it necessary. In view of the important role the
student record plays in providing a means or understanding
the individual, it is vitally important that all
information which contributes to this .understanding
be included.
5. An additional s~ep should be the provision ot
at least one counseling situation for every student
each year and tor any additional conferences that might
be requested. If time permits, provision should also
be made for interviewing parents, and in some cases,
for home visitation.
6. A vitally important step is the introduction
of guidance materials and activities into the classroom.
This type of guidance service can be particularly
valuable for imparting information; a large amount ot
freshman orientation can be accomplished through
group guidance activities in the homeroom. ·
7. Provision can also be made for guidance in
the extra-curriculum for example, through clubs organized
around hobbies, vocations, and personal interests, ·
and through such activities as forensics, dramatics,
school publications, etc • .
8. A vitally significant step 1n the organization
of a program of guidance services is the formulation
of a good testing program, provided that meaningful
use is made of the results, and that testing is valued
as one means for developing an understanding of the
individual rather than as an end in itself.
9. Vocational planning provides a good starting
point for the operation ot a newly organized guidance
service.
·
10. Another worthwhile -project of the guidance
committee is the building of a guidance library.
This should include new, interesting, up-to-date
material on such topics as family relationships,

-17boy-girl relationships, citizenship, · vocational
planning, and educational planning. Such wellselected reading matter can be of real value if it is
used constructively.
11. A career day tor juniors and seniors is
another interesting and profitable activity which may
be included in a newly organized guidance program.
The day should be carefully planned by the guidance
connnittee and all those participating in its leadership. This is an excellent occasd.:0n for utilizing
community resources, such as representatives from
business, industry, and the professions.
12. A vital need in the organization of a guidance
program is the provisiqn for referral of the problems
with which the guidance staff is not prepared to cope.
13. A final, but none-the-less important, step
in organizing the guidan~e program is preparing the
conmmnity to accept it. j
In order to initiate an effective program of guidance,

the responsibility falls on several people. Zeran and Riccio
present several lists of specific responsibilities for the
school board member, the superintendent, the principal, the
counselor and the classroom teacher. 24

These lists are quite

lenMthy but they cover the specific responsibilities .each of
these people have in the initial stages of a guidance program.
Smith and Erickson give the following diagram to illustrate
the organization of the guidance program for a single school. 25
,,,,
"" ,,,,,,.

Principal

1--------~ Guidance

Connnittee

~Teachers ...,__.....f Pu~ils
I
I

I

I
I
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-----------23. Ha.mrin, op.cit., 35-38.

24. Zeran and Riccio, op.cit., 173ff.
,.

25. Erickson and Smith, op.cit., 48.
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-18In summary we can point out these pertinent factors
in organizing a guidance program. (1) Gain the interest
of teacher, student, P•rent, and community; (2) oblerve
school problems at first hand; (3) meet an illl1llediate
situation or need; (4) continue the process ot growth;
(5) enlist the aid of the connnunity; (6) special needs
bring about special changes in the curriculum and general
school practices; (7) the administrator must assume
the responsi~6lity; {8) assign teachers new duties with
great care.
It is necessary, therefore, in pupil personnel
services as in any other phase of education to procure
the cooperation ot school workers. What must come first
is an awakening of teacher appreciation of need, and
insight into and understanding of the possibilities of
personnel work, increasing sensitivity to the
individualities ot pupils, cooperative study of possible
measures to meet newly recognized demands, participation
in planning the~·,program. Thus the details of program
come last, not first; devices and practices emerge out
of a context of local interest and planning. It is
tar better to have the attitude and philosophy than
the "program"; given the first, the latter will tollow.27

Individual Analysis Service
Adequate information about the individual is
necessary as a basis for teaching and for the guidance
program. In order that all classrooms may become more
effective "centers of development", the guidance program
should constantly function in furnishing information
about pupils to all the teachers, as well as in obtaining
information about the pUpils from the teachers. In
order that counseling may be effectively carried on,
the guidance program must secure ample data about pupils. 28
The record-keeping system for the guidance program has
become lmown during recent years as the "cumulative record."
This record of each individual is useful in identitying him
as a unique individual.

The record must, therefore, include

information about all his unique characteristics, aptitudes,

26. Hamrin, op.cit., 42.

21. Mathewson, op.cit.,
28. Erickson and Smith,

135 ~136.

~., 1.

-19interests, abilities, achievements, background, problems,
special talents, and

signit~cant

experiences.

Probably the most

connnon methods of obtaining information tor the cumulative
record would be individual pupil data blanks, test results, and
health records.

These

reco~s

should be continuous from the

elementary grades through high school and various bits of
information will be added

~ong

the way.

Other methods of

gaining information that may be needed at various times are
fact-finding interviews, ratings by peers, ratings by teachers,
anecdotal records, autobiogt'aphies, and referral tol"lllS.
Among the data that school records should contain
about pupils are these:
1. Family background, hqme and neighborhood environment
2. Scholastic achievement
3. Results of intelligence, achievement, and aptitude
tests
4.· Results ot personality and interest inventories
5. A health histo~
6. Cocurricular and leisure-time activities and
hobbies
7. Work experiences and other significant nonschool activities
8. Facts about leadership positions in and. out ot
school
9. Vocational interests
10 • .Future educational plans
11. Records of interviews held with counselors
12. Anecdotal records or other teacher comments
that wi~l contribute to a better tmderstanding ot the
pupil. 9
The data secur·ed by the various methods should be used for
two major purposes:

(1) to •cquaint pupils with their own

characteristics; and (2) to

~rovide

counselors and teachers with

a basis for assisting the pupils to make Wise ehoices 1

plans~

and decisions, and to help them get the maximum from the

29. Erickson and Smith, op.c!t., 71.
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instructional program.
Through all varieties of problems encountered
individuals in C01111Dqn areas or living there run
certain types of universal need which can be translated
into the chief forms ot guidance service to be
rendered: (1) the need for adjustment in academic,
personal, vocational, or avocational problem-situations,
requiring professional, individualized aid in making
immediate a.nd suitable adjustments at "problem points."
(2) ~e need for orientation toward life objectives in
problems or career planning, educational progr&lllling,
and direction toward long-term personal aims and
values, requiring professional help in evaluating factors
involved in tutire action. (3) The need for development
ot personal effectiveness and power of self-direction,·
requiring professional assistance in achieving
self-insight and control, and in discovering and
undergoing educat1anal experiences essential to
personal growth. 3
.
by

Traditionally, the great majority of high school
students received individual attention onl7 (1) when
they tailed or were ab0~t to fail in academic work( (2)
when they were otherwise disciplinary cases, or (3J
occasionally, when they were seriously maladjusted.
While the needs of such students are not to be overlooked
in a well-rounded guida~ce program, such a narrow concept
of guidance is quite inadequate. Guidance is equally
concerned with the problem of the large proportion of
youth not included in the foregoing groups who seek
to unde1stand themselves and the world in which they
live. j
In relationship to the individual being aided, the aims of

guidance services are:
1. To help the individual, by his own efforts so
far as possible, to ach1eve up to the level or his
own capacity, to gain p~rsonal satisfactions in as
many aspects of his lite as possible, -.nd to make his
maximum contribution to society.
2. To assist the individual to meet and solve
his own problems as theJ arise, to make correct
interpretations of tact$, and to make wise choices
and djustments.
3. To help the ind1vidual to lay a permanent
foundation for sound,mature adjustments.
4. To assist the individual to live a well-

30. Mathewson, op.cit., 45.
31. Chisholm, op.cit., 6.
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balanced life in all r~lpects--physical, mental,
emotional and social. ~

Testing Program

r·

Testing is one of the more important devices to
help the individual student in solving his proble11S.
It is quite possible t~at the availability of
increasing numbers of tests has contributed to the
guidance bandwagon's speed. The job of making tests
has gone ahead faster than the job of training people
to use and understand them, but it must be remembered
that tests are a meags to an important end, not an
end in themselves. j j
The testing movement is relatively recent in its origin

and tor this reason there

e~

be found a wide variation in

acceptance of the testing prpgram as a valid indication
students real abilities.
been developed by

or

the

But since most of the tests have

statistic&~

and other scientific methods,

many of them have been developed to the place where their use
is an important tool in the bnderstanding of individual students.
Testing is a very important part of the process of appraising
the

indi~idual,

because it is a relatively objective means of

determining the individual

character~stics . ..

"In order to make

sound guidance judgments and decisions, teachers, counselors, and
the student himself need int'ormation about the student--his
abilities, his interests, his problems, his academic strengths
and weaknesses." 34
It should be recognized at the outset that a
guidance testing pro~ is sound only when it is an
individual program for each student. The counselor
may recognize the need tor some estimate of the

32.

Guidance Program,

1943), 20.

33. Humphreys and Traxler, op.cit., 65.
34. Clifford P. Froehlich, and Kenneth B. Hoyt, Guidance Testing,
(Chicago: Science Rese"rrch Associates, Inc., 1959), 75.'
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achievement level and scholastic ability or all
students entering high school if he is to work
effectively with them in program planning. Therefore
he is .justified in giving all entering students
achievement and scholastic ability tests. Although
these are called "group" tests, most important use
of any test, as far as guidance is concerned, is in
counseling with the individual student. Since
certain kinds of tests have potential use for all
students, the guidance program, by using such tests,
is in no way going ce~ter to the principle of
planning individual testing for each student.
It is generally a~reed that three kinds of tests
are needed tor working with nearly all students:
achievement, scholastic ability, and interest. The
results of such tests are especially valuable in .
guidance work. As a ~tter or practicality, the
school will usually administer these tests to all
students in groups rat~er than to the individual
as the need arises. 35
It is quite evident from all of the authors consulted that
a testing program must be developed to fit the needs or the
school and the tests used should produce the intended results
that are needed to effectively carry out the guidance program.
Smith gives a concise listing of characteristics to aim at in
developing a testing program.
The tests to be included in a system-wide testing
plan cannot be prescribed in blanket fashion. :Each
school will need to 1e~ect tests in accordance with
such conditioning (actors as funds available tor
purchasing tests, start time and facilities tor
administering and scorillg, skill of staff members
for interpreting test results, and the kinds of test
data needed about pupils. However, the observance
of a few simple principles will contr~bute to the
effectiveness and econOIDY ot the testing plan.
1. Tests should be selected on the basis of
valid criteria.
2. The testing plan should be coordinated throughout the school system to avoid duplication, to provide
comparable results, and to obtain the most comprehensive
coverage possible.
3. Group tests should be used whenever applicable
for reasons of economy.
4. Tests should be used to supplement other
pupil data.

----------

35. Ibid., 93-94.
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5. Obtain enough •easures in each area and about
each pupil to provide a reasonable degree of reliability.
6. Provide for •e~ts of special apt1tudes 1
abilities 1 and interes~s to meet the needs of
individuals.
7. Plan the test!~ program cooperatively with
all grades or levels represented.
8. Keep the testing plan within the liaits ot
staff time and profess1gnal skill in interpreting
and using the results.3
1

In the typical school or college 1 the testing
program may be composed of two main parts: (1) an
all-school program made up of the tests that all
students take 1 and (2) a supplementary program
consisting of special tests that only certain
students take.
The first part ot this program should include
tests that will provide information the school
needs concerning all students 1 regardless of their
goals 1 general intelligence 1 educational levels 1
special abilities 1 or specific interests.
The second part of this program should have
tests that yield facts the individual student needs
or wants. Such tests should be given as the occasion
demands. They should aid the student to determine
his long-term goals 1 his special abilities 1 and his
unique interests; they should also aid h1m in solving
his specific and 1. .ed~te problems. 37

The question of how many tests to be given was discussed
at the "State Supervisors of Occupational Information and
I

Guidance" at their siXth natli onal conference.

They decided

the testing program depeadectj on the number of uses of the
information obtained and
administering tests.

th~

facilities abailable tor

The basic testing program suggested by

this group consisted of:

(1) mental ability tests;

standardized achievement tests;

(2)

(3) personality inventory;

(4) vocational preference or interest inventory; and (5)
special aptitude tests on an individual basis as needed. 38
~---------

36. Smith1 op.cit. 1 144.
37. Humphreys and Tra.xler 1 op.cit. 1 124.
38. Proceedings of the Sixth National Conference of State S~pervisors
arovernment
Occupational Information an~ ruid!nce, {Washington:
Printing Ottice 1 19:> 1 2 1 25.

-24Some very important things to look tor in the selection of
tests are: type of equipment needed, time-111111.t conditions of
administration, test reliab1lity, test validity, established
norms, manner of recording answers, ease ot scoring and cost.
One shortcoming ot many testing programs is the fact that
test results are not used properly after they are obtained.

It

is only fair to say that the student should know what he is doing,
what he is being tested tor and then he should be able to find
out the results of the test.

There is little value in testing

it these results are not made available .to students and teachers
and used in various counseling situations.

Intonna.tion Service
The information service consists or three identifiable
but closely interrelated phases of information. It
consists or information that is not normally presented
in the typical academic program. Various authors have
suggested several difte~ent formats tor the content of
the service. There see~ to be a growing acceptance of
the following titles as the major phases ot the
information service: (I) occupational information,
(2) educatiQnal information, (3) personal-social information. ~~
In establishing an into;c-mation service, care must be taken

to supply the information needed by the students and to make
prime use of the f'unds

avail~ble

for the purchase or information

materials.
Occupational information is a very important part of a

39. Raymond N. Hatch and Bu.ford Stefflre, Administration or
Guidance Services, (&lglewood Cliffs,

tile., 1961), 199.

N.J.: Prentice-Hall,
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~ring

the past tew years many new

job opportunities have been 1created and the student is often
at a loss as to what occupation he should choose.

Materials must

be on hand for the student to study the types or occupations
available.

A good filing system must be devised to keep this

information and make it readily available to students.

A

tiling system already set up can be purchased from several
'

different companies and then subscription seryices with these
companies will keep the
released.

~1le

up to date as new information is

Materials coll ected by the individual can also be

added to this file.
The Dictionary

or

Occupa.tional Titles and the Occupational

Outlook Handbook are valuable tools to give information about
various ooQapations, outlook tor the future, and sources where
additional information may be obtained.
Occupational intormation need not be confined to pamphlets
and filed materials.

It may also include fillls and filmstrips,

books describing occupations in detail, periedicals, tours or
local industry or group

meet~ngs

the cormnunity.
Hoppock suggested the

J..

with possible eaployers in

io llinimum and the first purchased

items tor an occupational information service when funds are
limited or inadequate as:
and the latest supplements;

(1) Dictionary of Occupational Titles
(2) Occupational Outlook Handbook,

(3) Job Guide For Young Workers;

(4) a local telephone directory;

(5) a simple inexpensive filing system;
~

to one of the indexes.

(6) an annual subscription

Add to this booklets and clippings and

-26cross list these in a card tile. 4o
Fducational information will center generally in the
materials needed to help students decide on their future
educational plans.

There must be college catalogs available

for all area schools and those where most students have recently
attended.

Another form of educational information is the college

day program that is used quite often.

This can be arranged where

students visit college campuses on a given day or where college
personnel will visit the local school and talk to students and
parents during a program arranged for such services.

The guidance

director must also have available the information about available
scholarships and he will be asked to help students with this
information as well as with applications for cellege admission.
Personal and social information is prebably the least
used of the information services in the guidance program.

However,

information on hygiene, good grooming and the like must be
available to the students.

Films on these subjects are available

and should be used to help the students better understand themselves and others.

These may be worked into. various units of

different classes with the cooperation ot thecelassroom teacher
and the guidance director.
All of these types of information must be made available
to the students or it is or very little value.

The occupational

and educational information must be filed and stored in a
convenient place for students to use it.

Another method of

supplying information is through occupations courses or through

40. Robert Hoppock, Occupational Information, (New York: McGrawHill Book Co., Inc., 1963), 5~,53.

-27information units 1n various school subjects.
The program ot oreintation to new school situations comes
under the area of information services or the guidance program.
There are many areas where orientation is needed and .Andrew
and Willey summed them up in the following words:
Everyone knows the feeling or loneliness and
inadequacy which accompany being placed in a new
environment or a new situation. Such feelings are
natural accompaniments or transition and change.
School orientation programs are developed tor the
purpose of assisting the students to have · a minimum
ot such feelings and to bridge the gap between the
old and the new situation. Numerous descriptions of
orientation programs can be found in literature on
the subject 1 but all programs seem to have the
following purposes:
l. To acquaint the student with the new school 1
its facilities 1 pract1ces 1 procedures 1 traditions 1
regulations 1 and the faculty.
2. To assist the student 1n becoming acquainted
with future classmates.
3. To gather intot"lll8.t1on about the student that
will be helpful in assisting him to make an adequate
and wholesome adjustment ta the new school.
4. To provide the student with a reeling ot
belongingness.
It should be emphasized that an orientation
program. should be a centinuous program by which
4
students are assisted in coping with new experiences. 1
Counseling Service
Many people feel that the heart or the guidance program
is the service or counseling.

This service is defined as ranging

anywhere from a broad all-inclusive det1nition 1 practically
synonymous with the term guidance1 down to a much narrewer
concept or counseling1 synonymous with psychotherapy.

41. Andrew and Willey1 op.cit.1 227.
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Counseling is definitely related to every other
phase of guidance. From some angles it could well serve
as the core around which the parts of a guidance program
are organized. In fact, counseling is so important
and tangible that those responsible for guidance
frequently overlook or neglect other aspects of guidance.
This oversight, in turn, serves to reduce considerably
the effectiveness of counseling. 42
The counseling service should provide a situation in which
an individual is stimulated (1) to evaluate himself and his
opportunities;

(2) to choose a feasible course of action;

(3) to accept responsibility for his choice; and

a course of action in line with his choice.

(4) to initiate

These seem to be

the accepted categories most writers give for counseling services.
Although a number of authorities have rendered different
definitions of the counseling process, most definitions appear
to share the following points:
1. Counseling is a learning process, developmental
in nature.
2. Counseling involves two people, one ot whom
is by reason of training and experience in a position
to assist the other to gain new insights.
3. The counseling relationship is a warm and
permissive relationship.
4. The counselor must have a genuine and abiding
faith in the dignity and worth ofi·his client.
5. Counseling must lead to self-insight an the
part of the client which in turn leads to action.
6. The counselor must be capable of fiewing
theccl!ent and his problem empathically. 3
Humphreys and Traxler suggest that an individual's needs
for counseling will usually fall within one of five general
fields;

(1) educational orientation and guidance,

orientation and guidance,
yj1fjllfill41

(2) vocational

(3) educational achievement,

--

42. Chisholm, op.cit., 192.
43 • . Zeran and.-'Riccio, op.cit., 103.

(4) personal

-29and social adjustment, and

(5) health adjustment. 44

From tlUs can be seen the enormous possibility of problems
arising in the lives of several hundred students.

In order to

be effective as a counselor, one must have certain beliefs,
knowledge and skills which he uses as guideposts in his counseling.
Andrew and Willey suggest some of the philosophical premises
basic to all counseling are:
fundamental worth;

(1) every individual is of

(2) adjustment in our society is a continuous

process and every student should have assistance in making an
adequate adjustment;

(3) the individual has the right to make

choices and must accept the responsibility that accompanies
these choices. 45
All authors consulted tended to agree that for the counseling
service to be effective it must be open to both structured and
voluntary situations; it must be adaptable to a person-to-person
relationship; provision must be made for privacy; adequate time
must be given for all students to be served; and competent
personnel must be employed.
Although a detailed discussion of the professional
training needed by those who are to do the most efficient
work in counseling high school students would carry
the present discussion out or proportion, it seems
desirable to point out that a good counselor should
have a background that enables him (1) to see the problem
which the individual pupil faces and to see it clearly,
(2) to know youth and their problems, aspirations, and
yearnings, (3) to be familiar with the methods which
youth use in the solution of their problems, (4) to
know the principles.of human behavior and personality
development, (5) to understand individual differences,
(6) to be familiar with opportunities available to youth,

44. Humphreys and Traxler, op.cit., 165.
\

45. Andrew and Willey, op.cit.,

l~.

-30(7) to understand the part parents should play in the
solution of pupil problems, and (8) to be clear in his
thinking concerning ~he part he should play in the
guidance of youth. 4
According to general standards recommended by
authorities 1n the guidance field, and such agencies
as the National Association of Secondary School
Principals, and the North Central Association of
Colleges and Secondary Schools, the full time of
one trained person is required tor counseling in a
school or 450 students. This is computed on the
basis of a free period daily for every 75 students,

~~c~em:~~!nt~~ta~~P~~~i~~~iyf~~ei~~~!~u!1s!~~:!~ron. 47
With such a large number of students to be served,

and ~~

limited staff to do the work, it appears that the counseling
service will need help.
investigate the

The best way to find help is to

possib~lity

of referrals within the community.

Hoyt and Laughary investigated counselor's acquaintance with and
utilization of referral resources.

Their data revealed that

counselors, particularly those in rural areas and those with
little training, were not making adequate use of referral sources
available to them.

Godd referrals require an abundance of time and

energy, as well as adequate preparation of counselors. 48

Good

use of referral services will not only relieve the guidance
personnel of some of the heavy load, but it will give students
better help with their problems in many areas and it will tend
to develop a closer working relationship between the school and
people of the community.

l&S.

Chisholm, op.cit., 170.

47. Hamrin, op.cit., 28.

48. Kenneth B. Hoyt and John W. Laughary, "Acquaintance With And

Use of Referral Sources By Iowa Secondary School Counselors!,
Personnel and Guidance Journal, (February, 1958), 36:388-391.
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Placement
The term "plaoement" must be defined as the satisfactory
adjustment of the individual to the next situation whether in
school or on the job.

The area of placement is divided into

educational placement and vocational placement, according to the
following descriptions:
:Educational placement may be described as the
process of assisting the individual to progress
satisfactorily from one educational experience to
another. A basic assumption of the process is that
the individual progresses through a sequence of
experiences designed to provide for him the kinds
of development which are appropriate for him. He is
almost certain to be having several of these experiences
simultaneously, and actual placement occurs when he
is assisted to enter each.
Vocational placement is the process of assisting
the individual to find and appropriate place in the
world of work, one which appeals to his interests,
challenges his abilities, and which serves the interests
of the individual and of society. The right of the
individual to determine his own next step is inviolable.
The functions of the placement service are to provide
him with information concerning the next step; to aid
him in making choices consistent with his aptitudes
and interests; to assist him in achieving the particular
placement which he desires to· -make; and to follow him
up to offer an~· .. needed assistance in making needed
adjustments. ~
The placement service can generally be handled by the
guidance director with the assistance of various departments of
the school which will give information and help to their students
who are looking for jobs 1n that related field.
The guidance director will find the need to help students,
whether graduates or drop-outs, find employment or help them
plan their future educational objectives.

49. Smith, op.cit., 288-289.

Froehlich has given

-32the following.description or placing pupils leaving the school:
Placement in further education:
1. Choose the kind of training he desires
2. Find where the training is available
3. Make realizable plans for securing the
desired training
4. Jacilitate his registration in the training
institution of his choice.
Placement in jobs:
1. The job placement service should be
centralized to facilitate its work with employers and
public employment services.
2. The serviee should provide for placement or
those who withdraw from school, as well as those
graduated, and those desiring work experience with
or without credit.
3. The job placement service must provide for
the selection or the right person for the right job.
4. Job placement service must actively seek
positions for which it has qualified applicants. 50
All authors consulted tended to agree that placement is a
ve-ry important part of the school program, whether this placement
is in a job or in higher education, the fact remains that the
school must help prepare the student for this next step.

An

area that is currently receiving much attention is the placement
of drop-outs.

The school must share in the responsibility to

prepare this student to face the future.
placement efforts are undertaken

~ill

The extent to which

greatly reflect the concern

of the guidance director and school administrators.

The community

attitudes and opportunities will have much bearing on the placement
service too.

Follow-VP Service
One of the most difficult, yet very important areas or

50. Froehlich, op.cit., 24lff.

-33guidance work, is the follow-up service.

This service needs to

be performed with certain ideas and goals in mind.

First,

contact must be maintained with the students leaving school,
whether graduates or drop-outs, to give a definite indication or
jobs secured and thus help school administrators evaluate the
courses or study being offered to see if students are prepared
to take their place in a working community upon leaving school.
Second, the information is highly desirable in placement and
other guidance work in the school.
"Without the follow-up, counseling is incomplete, and so
are other types or guidance services.

A counselor who does not

find out what has happened to his counselee is like the physician
who does not check upon whether his patient recovered from an
illness.

Neither is providing the professional services that

he should.n5l
There are two other advantages to the follow-up service.
The main advantage is that it has no geographical limits; it goes
wherever the former students have gone and thus reveals the true
extent of the employment market with which the counselor must be
concerned.

Another advantage is that it reveals the kinds of jobs

which drop-outs and graduates are able to get in the open competition
or the labor market.

These advantages will provide the guidance

worker much valuable information to be used in >.1 his work.
There are a number of important reasons why a
high school or college should gather information about its
former students, both drop-outs and graduates. First,
this inf orrnation will indicate the achievements or

51. Humphreys and Traxler, op.cit., 207.

-34these former students, achievements that are due in
part to their school or college training.
Second, employing this information, the educational
institution can conduct studies of the relationships
between the training given these former students and
the use that they later make of this training. These
studies help the institution to determine the effectiveness, 4esirability, and fitness of its course
offerings--in short, to evaluate its educational
programs. On the basis of such evaluation, the
institution may decide to inlroduce important changes
in its offerings and practices.
Third, by drawing upon information from former
students, counselord can improve their current work
with students. Counselors often find that the
experiences of former students furnish useful leads
toward helping their ~resent students to solve
difficult problems. 5
The follow-up proiram to be followed in any school will be
determined by the placement activities in which the school
engages.

The placement function should not be confined to job

placement but should include activities designed to channel all
pupils into the next opportunities.

Because of this emphasis

on placement, the follow-up service is necessary to reveal the
next opportunities found by school leavers, whether educational
or occupational opportunities.

In-Service Training

Not all of the guidance services in any school can be
provided by the guidance director.

There must be a close

cooperation between guidance staff, administration, and
classroom teachers.

For this reason, there needs to be a

constant program of in-service training to help upgrade the
beginning guidance program and to help facilitate needed changes

---------52. Humphreys and Traxler, op.cit., 214.

-35in a continuing program.
Mathis, writing tor "Illinois E>:iucation" made the following
comments on the need ot cooperative efforts in a guidance program:
Guidance needs the classroom teacher. If the
guidance staff is aware of its educational role there
will be a team relationship between guidance and
instructional staff. Guidance personnel will be
interested in what is going on in the instructional
area and seek tohhelp the teacher by providing useful
information. Full credit will be given to the classroom teacher tor the vocational and educational
counseling that goes on outside the guidance office.
In fact, g~dance personnel will be eager to enlist
the aid of the teacher in these matters and will provide
him with current information and visual material.
Test material will be handled so that it has direct
application for the instructional process. The inservice training program of the faculty committee
suggests natural avenues toward illmrovement in making
effective utilization of taculty.53
The cooperative effort in guidance work can be seen in the
Holdenville, Oklahama Junior-Senior High School.
in this school has training in guidance work.

Every teacher

There is no

full-time guidance director and only one part-time person
specifically assigned to handle guidance problems, testing, record
keeping and some counseling.

Even in this unusual situation,

good results are seen in the student academic loads and their
vocational and college choices. 54
The in-seI'91Ce training program must be initiated by the
administration and be in cooperation with the guidance director.
Some ot the usual methods of in-service training may be summarized
as follows:
1. Formal courses--which may include extension

53. Gerald K. Mathis, "Guidance Needs the Classroom Teacher",
Illinois Filucation, (May, 1962), 50:399-400.
In A Small Hi~h School", .
National :Education A8sociation Journal, {January, 1959), 48:19.

54. Francis T. Tuttle, "Guidance

-36classes on school time, evemng classes, summer courses,
workshops, sem1nars, or supervised practice.
2. Workshops--which may meet for one or two days 1
tor a week, or several hours each week. Usually the
purpose of a workshop is to develop specific
C011Petencies or to provide an opportunity tor a group
to work together on a specific project such as
developing plane and materials for lecal use.
3. Conferences--these may include a short
conference on a specific problem, a conference series
planned to cover a specific guidance activity, or a
conference on related areas such as curriculum planning.
4. Observation--through field trips and observing
successful programs 1n action.
5. Demonstrations--usually involving a visit by
a qualified counselor to the school, utilizing local
records, information, materials, and local pupils.
6. Institutes, faculty meetings, and study groups-these provide opportunities to discuss different topics
and use various resources tor training joint teacherparent-counselor study groups.
7. Supervisory contacts--every available opportunity
tor utilizing the services or state gUidance personnel
and counselor-trainers 1n promoting and developing
in-service education programs should be explored.
8. Supervised practice in guidance--this gives
participants actual experience in guidance activities.
Work experience in nonacadem1~ situations Will also
provide valuable experience.5~
Andrew and Willey give several guidelines to follow in
setting up a program tor
service training.

impr~vement

of personnel through in-

They are:

1. The program should start with the problems
which the faculty considers important.
2. The program should begin at a point coniistent
With the f&CUl ty IS pr·e sent degree Of guidance training•
3. The program should be planned in consultation
with the faculty members who are to participate in it.
4. The program should attempt te reyeal deeirable
practices and activities now being carried on in the
school.
5. The program should attempt to discever and
build on the interest or teachers.
6. The principal should arrange the in-service
training program so that a reasonable part of it can
be held during the school day.
7. The principal should show an interest in the

---------55. Andrew and Willey, op.cit., 138-139.

-37program and participate in it to the fullest extent
that his other duties will permit.
8. The program should perm.it theory and practice
to be carried on at the same time.
9. The program should parallel, insofar as
possible, the daily duties of the staff.
10. The program should provide for the continuous
professional growth or teachers.
11. The program should include special training
activities for the counselors.
12. The administration should assume the .-jor
responsibilities for organizing and carrying on the
in-service program. 5o
Facilities and their Cost
There is a wide variation between what can be spent and
what needs to be spent for the avaerage guidance program in a small
high school.

Certain things must be provided such as: office and

equipment, records, tests, informational materials and personnel.
Even within this list there is a wide variation of expenses that
could be made but probably need not be.
The figure of five per cent of the total school budget,
exclusive of debt retirement, was the one given by most authors.
This amount would provide for: (1) office equipment and supplies,
(2) counselor's salary,
materials,

(3) secreterial hel~,

(5) information materials,

related to guidance services, and

(4) testing

(6) group activities directly

(7) in-service training

materials for guidance services. 57
The size of the budget is definitely related to
the purposes and resources of the~occupational information
service. The size of this budget depends upon whether
the school is just beginning to build this service or
-~~~------

56. Andrew and Willey, op.cit., 137,138.
57. Zeran and Riccio, op.cit., 230-231.

-38whether it already has materials that are a foundation
for the building process. Small schools have been able
to start the service with an initial budget of twentyfive dollars and with a supplementary budget of four
to five dollars per school month.
There are two important facts to remember about
a school's budget for the occupational information
service. First, this service is a defensible educational
offering which cannot survive on scraps from the
educational budgetary table. Therefore, a definite
and reasonable sum otmJioney has to be allocated each
year to this service. Second, the money allocated for
this service has to be apportioned to allow for
expenditures each month. These e~enditures may be
heavier some months than others.

'o

An example of expenses incurred in the first year et a
guidance program in a small rural high school can be f ouncl in
a United States Department of Interior bulletin as: 59
1 filing cab1net

500 manila folders

{' drawer)

tests (mental, aptitude,
interest, achievement)
30 mimeograph stencils
8 reams mimeo paper
magazine subscriptions
books for library
Occupational information
Stationery
Sa.18%7- of counselor
{2 periods daily)
Total

$44
5

40
3
5

20
20

25

5

~

Hoppock gives the follewing list of necessary items to
start and maintain a good occupational information library: 60
Initial Expenses:
1 steel tiling cabinet
500 manila tile folders
50 heavy file folders
1 bookcase
1 Dictionary of Occupational
Titles Vol.l and 2

$60.00
17.75
10.00
75.00

8.25

c. Roeber, Occu~ational Information
Its Nature and Use, {Chicago: Scienceesearch ASsociates,

58. Max F. Baer, and Edward

tric., 1§;1), 461.

w. Chapman, "Guidance Programs For Rural High Schools,"
{Washington: U.S. DePl• of the Interior, U.S. Government
Printing Office, 1940), 20.

59. Paul

60. Hoppock, op.cit., 75,76.

-391 Standard Industrial
Classification Manual
1 Occupational literature
by Gertrude Forrester
Total

2.50

6.~
$180.

Recurring Annual Expenditures:
1 Annual subscription tonone or the
indexes to new occupational books
and pamphlets
7.50
New tile folders needed
10.00
200 new books and pamphlets
2~2.~0
Total
$2 o.o
The figures by Chapman are outdated but the onestby Hoppock
give a close approximation ot expenses
average guidance program.

that~:Will

be met in the

These expenses, however, do not include

salary-, testing materials or other group activity materials that
will be needed.
Costs of guidance and personnel services in education must
be measured in terms of safeguarding vast educational investment,
reducing social maladjustments, and preventing social waste and
disorder.

Calculated in such terms, costs of guidance in education

are low.
Public Relations
From the point or view or the school, the public relations
program has three objectives, namely:
sympathy, and

(3) participation.

(1) understanding,

(2)

The first objective is that or

bringing about an understanding of the school's activities.
Secondly, sympathy toward school activities needs to· be developed.
This is a sense of "being in favor of or in accord with" rather
than "giving our condolences".

The third objective of public

relations is participation--not necessarily the attending .of

-40every school event but at least an understanding of and sympathy
for

~he

school and,

psychologically~

ready to participate in

activities which benefit the school.
The public relations efforts of the school are directed
toward pupils, parents or school children, persons in the
conununity, and the staff of the school." 61
Those immediately responsible for putting the
guidance program into operation in a school may find
it their duty to develop with the members or the staff
a background, or an orientation, in the field or
guidance. The development of that understanding was
considered along with the problem of planning a
guidance program. That is the place where it belongs
because the planning of any guidance program should
be a co-operative under taking, involving all members
of the teaching and administrative staff. If
orientation has been taken care of along with the
planning of the program, those responsible for putting
the program into operation need only to recognize the
fact. If orientation has not been developed, the task
should be taken care of as the first step in putting
the guidance program into operation. The central aim
in developing that understanding is to enable all who
are involved in the guidance work to have a knowledge
or the g2ogram as a whole and or its various major
parts.
The guidance program will not be effective if. there is not
good cooperation between the members or the teaching staff and the
guidance worker.

This cooperative spirit will grow as the fruit or

a beginning guidance program becomes evident and those on the
staff have time to learn their place in the guidance program.
The guidance director must be a person well-accepted by
faculty and students in order to do the best guidance work.
This acceptance of the guidance director will greatly arrect the
amount of service he can render and the areas or counseling he
'

---------61. Froehlich, op.cit., 300-303.

62. Chisholm, op.cit., 405.

-41is asked to share with students.
Contacts between teachers or counselors and
parents usually take place for one of three basic
purposes: remedial, preventive, or developmental.
The most traditional and probably still the most
common kind of teacher-parent communication can be
classified as remedial in terms of basic purpose.
A second kind of home-school contact can be
classified as preventive. Alert teachers and counselors
are always watching for signs indicating that a student
seems to be heading toward serious difficulty. When
such a sign appears; it is important that some positive
action be taken as quickly as possible. Because
parents can often play a dynamic role in any action
to be taken, they are likely to be contacted by teachers
or counselors in such instances.
This leaves the develppmental type of contact as
our ma.in concern, for its pr!warY purpose is student
appraisal. Nothing is "wrong" with the student when
such contacts are initiated. The emphasis is on
teachers or counselors, and parents becoming better
acquainted with one another so that each can contribute
more positively to the over-all development of the
student. In such contacts neither parent nor teacher
needs to feel defensive, nor does the student feel
6
that he is being "picked on" or discriminated against. 3
Erickson and Smith give the following list of essentials for
interpreting the school to the community:
1. All members of the connnunity should be reached
2. It should be as personal as possible
3 •• All the resources or the school should be used
4 It should be continuous
5. All phases of the school program should
be included
6. Parents and other citizens or the community
should assist in planning and carrying out the
program of interpretation
7. The program of interpretation should be honest 64
8. A satisfied and happy child is the best salesman
Another area of public relations that needs to be mentioned
is between the school and the potential employer.
the school must "sell its product".

Here is where

Direct, business-like contact

63. Froehlich and Hoyt, op.cit., 291.
64. Erickson and Smith, op.cit., 182-183.

-42between the vocational counselor and the employer is the best
means or rostering good relations.

This may be done by personal

visits by the guidance director to thepplaces ofemployment in
the community or by using various employers as resource persons
in group guidance situations in the school program.

The school

must be able to bring employers and students together in such
a way that work opportunities will be available for students
upon leaving school and employers will be convinced of the quality
of students coming from the school.

It can be said that effective guidance services do not develop
by chance, no matter how good the intentions of all concerned.
Such services require careful planning, execution, and evaluation,
or else they will be of little value to the pupils being served.
There must be a definite philosophy and general aims for
a guidance program to be effective.
in

adva~ce

These need to be understood

and the program developed in harmony with these aims.

The local school situation will determine much of the program
that is needed.

Every guidance program must be designed to. fit

the needs of the school involved.
In organizing the program it is well to keep in mind the

idea or developing a program slowly and on sound reasoning, but
to do a good job of' all that is undertaken.

It probably would

not be wise to try to include every phase of' guidance services
in a beginning program in a small high school but work toward
this as the program progresses from year to year.

-43-.
One of the first items encountered in initiating a guidance
program is that of selling the program to the students, staff
and community.

It would be difficult to carry out much ot a

program if those involved were not interested and did not use
the services offered.
The services offered are determined by the local situation,
the time, funds and persoanel available and the progress of the
program during previous years.

The ideal situation would include

individual analysis services, a testing program, informational
service, counseling service, placement, follow-up service,
in-service training and a program of public relations.

However,

these will be found in a great varying degree in any beginning
guidance program.
Continual study, research and evaluation of the guidance
program must be done to keep it up to date and effective as a
means of preparing students for their next opportunities in
life.

Chapter 3
PROGRAMS IN AREA SCHOOLS OF COMPARABLE SIZE TO HOTSONVILLE
Introduction
In

try~ng

to analyze the existing guidance programs in six

area high schools of comparative size with Hutsonville High
School, guidance questionnaires were filled out and personal
interviews were conducted by this writer with those responsible
for guidance work in the schools studied.
The schools surveyed and those responsible were:
1. Kansas High School, Mr. Claud Sanders, Unit Guidance
Counselor
2. Martinsville High School, Mrs. Lorene G. Harvey,
Guidance Director
3 •• Oakland High School, Mr. John D. Shoot, Principal
4 Oblong Township High School, Mr. Neal D. Tucker,
Counselor
5. Palestine High School, Mr. J.H. Manuell, Superintendent
and Guidance Director
6. Westfield High School, Mr. Vergil Gregg, Superintendent
and Guidance Director
The information contained in the next several pages of
this paper has been compiled from the individual questionnaires
and from the notes taken in personal interviews with the above
named people.

A copy of the questionnaire used is in the Appendix

or this paper.

Individual Analysis Service
The schools surveyed had a range ot enrollment trom 72 to

340. The enrollments were as follows:
Martinsville 203,

203,

(3) Oakland 169,

{6) Westfield 72.

(1) Kansas 124, (2)

(4) Oblong 340,

(5) Palestine

The average enrollment for the siJc schools

-45is 185, just 5 less than the enrollment of Hutsonville High School.
The guidance programs in these high schools have been in operation
from one to seven years with the average length of time being
five years.
All schools reported that cumulative records were available
for all students from grade nine through grade twelve.

Those

interviewed tended to agree that the cumulative records for each
student were adequate and were stored conveniently for the use
or both guidance workers and administrators.
The most conunon method or gaining information tor cumulative
records was by testing.

or

the various methods of gaining

information, three schools used questionnaires, five used intelligence tests, four used reading tests, two used personality tests,
six used achievement tests, five used interest tests, tour used
interviews, three used ratings by teachers, three used anecdotal
records, four used health records and one used autobiographies.
No school reported that they used ratings by peers as a means of
obtaining data for the cumulative record.
Testing Program
The testing programs reported seemed to be quite thorough 1n
the extent of testing given and the areas the tests covered.

The

general view is tor some type of achievement or educational
development test on the freshman level, an interest inventory on
the sophomore level, the National Merit and Illinois Statewide Test
are given generally in the junior year, and seniors are given the

-46Ame r i can College Test {ACT) and the Scholastic Aptitude Test {SA"!').
Other tests are given in some of the schools.

Oblong High

School reported giving the Nelson Reading Test and Orleans Algebra
Prognosis tests to freshmen.

They also administer the General

Aptitude Test Battery on the senior level.
Oakland reporte• giving the Iowa Tests of Educational
Development (ITED} on both the freshman and senior levels.

They

also use the Illinois State Employment Service tests.
Westfield reported. giving the Preliminary Scholastic
Aptitude Test {PSAT) to both juniors and seniors.
A listing of tests given in the various schools in each
grade level is as follows:
Freshmen:

Achievement tests, National Educational Develop-

ment teats {NED), Iowa Tests of F.clucational Development, Nelson
Reading, Otis Quick Score, Orleans Algebra Prognosis, Differential
Aptitude Test {DAT).
Sophomores:

National :Educational Development and Kuder

Interest Inventory.
Juniors:

Illinois Statewide, National Merit, American

College Test and Preliminary Scholastic Aptitude Tests.
Seniors:

Preliminary Scholastic Aptitude !est, American

College Test, Scholastic Aptitude Test, Iowa Tests of :Educational
Development, General Aptitude Test Battery, Air Force Aptitude,
and Illinois State Employment Test Si5rvice.
Five of the s1X schools reported that students were asked
to pay for some of the testing program.

The tests students were

asked to pay on were the National Merit, ACT, SAT and PSAT.
Only one school, Westfield, reported they paid all of the
testing expense, including the ACT and PSAT tests.

-47The manner or interpreting test results differs somewhat
from school to school.

Five schools reported they interpreted

test results to students in individual conference sessions.

One

reported using the homeroom teacher to interpret scores, one
used the bulletin board, and three used group guidance sessions.
One person, just new in the position, stated that as far as she
knew the test results had not been interpreted to the students.
Information Service
The area of information service was divided into educational,
occupational, personal-social, and orientation for purposes of
questioning.

The most used method of making educational and

occupational material available to students was by a file of
occupational books and college catalogs.

All six schools

reported using these two methods.
The next most popular method, reported by five sehools, was
the use of occupational posters and charts.

Three schools use

college days, career days, and referral sertiices to persons
and agencies in the community.

Two schools reported using

occupational films, occupations units in various classes, and
visits to places of business ~.'·Or industry.

No school reported

using a specific course on occupations.
All s1X schools reported college catalogs and occupational
information available in both the school library and guidance
office.

None

repo~ed

providing these materials in any other

places besides the guidance office or school library.
Personal and social information is made available to students

-48mainly by units in other courses (four schools) and group
guidance (three schools).

One school report:Jed having a specific

course for this information, one used visual aids, and two used
referral sources.

The Illinois Division of Vocational Rehab-

ilitation is used as a referral source by Oblong High School.
For orientation practices, everyone reported that their
orientation program included acquainting students with personnel,
with school rules and policy, with school services, with curriculum
offerings, and all but one acquainted students with the physical
plant and extra-curricular offering.
The persons interviewed stated that their schools subscribed
to some information services.

The Croner Trade School directory

is subscribed to by four schools, the State Vocational Guidance
Bulletin by three schools, and the Chronicle Guidance service by
two schools.
Counseling Service
The counseling

serv~ce

the schools surveyed.

or

is one that seems to be slighted in

the si.X schools surveyed, only two

(Kansas and Oakland) have full-time counselors and their duties
are divided half-and-half with the grade school and high school.

or

the other four schools, the time is

di~ided

as follows:

Westfield--guidance 1/4, Superintendent 1/2, teaching 1/4;
Palestine--guidance 1/2, teaching 1/2; Oblong--guidance 4 periods,
administration 3 periods;

Martinsvill~--guidance

2 periods,

teaching 6 periods.
When this time tor guidance work is further divided to the

-49actual amount of time given to counseling 1 it is rather small.
One person reported he had about one ·.hour of counseling time per
day for each 200 students.

Another reported his time-available

ratio was about one hour to 75-100 students and another said one
hour per day for each 68 students.
It seemed that each person gives much of their guidance time
to administrative duties.

They indicated they spent from l/r to

1/2 of their guidance time in guidance administrative duties 1
such as fil1ng 1 record keeping and general office work.
The facilities provided were gnerally adequate.

F.a.ch one

had a private office or individual classroom that could be used
for private counseling when needed.

Desks 1 filing cabinets 1 and

book shelves were provided and some secretarial help is available
for record keeping.

Placement
The placement service conducted by the six area schools
surveyed is almost negligible.

Only one school 1 Oblong 1

indicated they provided placement services for graduates and for
part-time jobs.

Kansas reported doing some in these two areas.

All other schools reported no placement services of this . type
and all six schools reported that they did not provide placement
service for drop-outs.
The amount of service offered students in}1help1ng them find
employment was rather small.

Four schools reported giving some

help and the other two reported giving practically no help at all.

-so~

Follow-Up Service
One area in which all schools showed some concern was that
of following the graduates to see what areas of further education
or work experiences they take upon leaving school.

Four of the

six schools surveyed do some kind of follow-up of those in
college.

Three of the schools have programs of fellow-up for

graduates entering other advanced educationnor employment.
one

school~

follow-up

Oitkland,

~tudy

report~~

of drop-outs.

Only

they are beginning to work on a
This seemed to be the main area

that is lacking in the schools reporting.
~e

information gained from these follow-up studies is

generally used as a means of evaluating the instructional and
guidance program and also to assist those yet in school by
showing them what possibilities have been offered to previous
graduates and drop-outs.
Four schools reported using the follow-up

d~ta

to help them

evaluate the instructional program of the school; three reported
using the data to help evaluate the effectiveness or the guidance
program and to assist those still in school; one reported using
the follow-up information as a basis for changing the curriculum
of the scnool.
All schools reported they had statistics on those going on
to :further education last year (1964-65 graduates) and these
figures ranged from 35 per cent of the seniors at Martinsville
to 75 per cent of the seniors at Oakland going on to some type of
post-high education or training.

-51These figures indicate a need for more follow-up information
to be used with those currently enrolled 1n school.

In-Service Training
The in-service training program of the six schools surveyed
in practically non-existent.

ot program now in use.

Only two schools reported any type

Oblong High School is currently in a
'

program of orienting faculty members to the results, meaning and
use of standardized test results; informing faculty members of the
services available and the objectives of the guidance program;
and advising faculty members in interpreting test scores.
Westfield report•d using in-service training sessions to
help faculty in test interpretation and for purposes of group
guidance.
Kansas reported no program yet, as 1965-66 was their
first year in a guidance program.

They hope to have a program

organized soon, but didn't state what areas would receive attention.
No school reported any type of program for the purpose of
helping the classroom teacher receive guidance training thl!ough
special classes, workshops, institutes, or the like.

Nothing

was mentioned about the possibility of classroom teachers becoming
teacher-aounselors in these small schools that use people only
on a part-time basis in the guidance program.

General Facilities and Budget
Each of the six schools surveyed is making adequate provision
for the guidance program they are currently undertaking.

All of

the guidance directors have either a private office or a prtvate

.

-52classroom that is used for guidance and counseling situations.
Some or these offices are rather small but are sufficient to
accommodate the counselor and three to six persons if the need
should arise for a group counseling session of this large a
number.
F.ach office is equipped with a desk, chairs,file cabinet,
book cases and a file of occupational and educational materials.
Other materials of this type are also available in the school
library.
The current budgets being allowed for guidance work,
exclusive of salaries, were given as $500 by all those reporting.
This seemed to be adequate for a continuing program of guidance
but could be low tor a beginning program if no materials or
facilities are available.
All schools reported sharing records between the guidance
and administration offices and secretarial help is thus available
through the administrator's office.

The amount of help given

seemed to be adequate to all except Oblong and they hope to have
a student secretary work one period per day under a n4w WorkStudy Program sponsored by the Federal Government.
Public Relations
There were no organized programs of public relations reported
from the six area schools eurveyed.
In initiating a guidance program, the general ppinion of

those interviewed was to start by helping in class schedules and
testing programs of current students.

\

This would tend to bring the

-53"".

students and counselor together face to face and help develop
a confidence that is needed in further guidance work.
Those reporting seemed to think there was little need for
selling a guidance program to the faculty.

The main concern is to

do an effective job of guidance work and let the fruit of the
program sell it to the parents and taxpayers.
All persons interviewed felt a modest beginning was necessary
to get a program started.
be done the first year.

Not all areas of guidance work can
Confidences must be gained, services

must be outlined, cooperation must be established, and programs
must be planned in such a way that the program will be received
by students, faculty and parents.
In a continuing program or guidance, such ideas as "parentstudent" nights for 8th graders and "college nights" f'or seniors
and their parents will tend to bring about a closer working
relationship between the guidance program and the people involved.
Swmnary
In

trying to sununarize the guidance programs of' the six

high schools surveyed, the best response

w~uld

be "dif'ferent

b'qt f'airly adequate".
The amount or ·time needed to carry out the guidance programs
in these schools varies greatly because of' the difference in
enrollments.

It seems quite apparent that other items could be

added to the guidance program if more time were available to the
guidance director.
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attention were those of individual analysis, testing, and information
services.

Those reporting felt these areas were covered quite

thoroughly and they are continually trying to improve the services
in these areas.
The services of counseling, placement, follow-up, and inservice training were not carried out as well as some of the
others.

It may be that these areas will develop as the number

of years in the guidance program increases.
The one thing that was adequate in all schools reporting
was the budget and general facilities avaiilbletto carry on a
guidance program.

The hindering problem seemed to be the lack

of time to give to all areas of work that were needed.

Chapter 4
THE PRESENT SITUATION IN HUTSONVILLE
Conmmnity Ba.ck:ground
The city of Hutsonville is located in southeastern Illinois 1
along the Wabash River 1 which at that point is the IllinoisIndiana line.

Hutsonville is thirty-five miles southwest of

Terre Haute 1 Indiana 1 and thirty miles north of Vincennes 1
Indiana.

The closest city to Hutsonville is Robinson 1 Illinois 1

some eight miles to the southwest.
The activities of the community center around two types or
employment 1 farming and industry.

The Central Illinois Public

Service Company has a power plant along the river just a mile
north of town.

The farming community is quite extensive but the

land is mostly sand and clay and of a rather poor quality.
The community has been losing population for the past several
years and the population at the 1960 census was about 600.
The future of the community is uncertain but appears to be on the
decline in both population and employment opportunities.

Currently

ve'f!'Y few employment opportunities are available and there are few
prospects for more work opportunities to be developed in the near
future.

The only prospects seem to be for people to live in

Hutsonville and eonnnute

~o

their employment inoother cities.

The income per family f9r those living in Hutsonville
community is probably somewhere between $5000 and $6000 per

•

family per year.

These figures are based on the Crawford County

average income per family for 1964.
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The Hutsonville Conununity Unit is composedt;)of Hutsonville
High School 1 Hutsonville Grade School 1 West Union Grade School
and Annapolis Grade School.

The Unit was formed in 1948.

Offices for the unit are maintained in the Hutsonville High
School and Mr. Max Anderson is the Unit Superintendent.
The school unit is organized according to the accompanying
diagram: 65
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The "Objectives of Fducation" of the Hutsonville Community
Unit 1 as adopted by the Board of Fducation and published in
the Employee's Manual are as follows:
Our schools should provide tor:
HEALTH--to provide physical education 1 health education
Schools

-57and necessary preventive health services so that every
pupil will have, as far as possible, robust health and
the knowledge and desire to sate-guard the degree ot
physical fitness that he has.
MENTAL· GROW'l'H--To encourage and stimulate the continuous
growth in the pupil of his ability to think clearly,
logically and independently and to know and master his
own powers and potentialities and to exercise those
powers with due regard to the rights or others.
INDIVIDUAL DIFFERENCES--To provide such modifications
in the educational program for each pupil as are
required by his particular capacities. Such modifications
apply especially to handicapped or gifted children,
youth or adults. F.ach pupil should have the chance
to achieve his best in behavior, work and play.
CHARACTER GROWTH--To develop a moral and ethical sense
in each pupil so that he will manifest toward others
fairness, justice, tolerance, courtesy and kindness
and for himSelt achieve an appreciation of his personal
worth. D:lscrimination in values implies self-control,
a growing responsibility, a sense ot accountability
and a quest tor truth.
SOCIAL ADJUSTMENT--To prepare the pupil psychologically
for a well balanced and happy individual, social and
family lite. To help him learn to work with others
cooperatively and effectively and to use his leisure
time creatively. To develop competent leadership to
democratic living.
TOOL SUBJECTS--To give to each pupil, insofar as his
abilities permit, a mastery or the tools of learning
and communication, such as reading, writing, arithmetic
and the use of written and spoken language.
UNDERSTANDING ENVIRONMENT--To develop in each pupil,
commensurate with his maturity, an understanding or
the physical, economic, social and spiritual world in
which he lives and to assist him to adjust himself
effectively to his surroundings.
CITIZENSHIP--To develop in each child, youth and adult
student an understanding and appreciation of the
forces and ideals of democracy which have made America
great and to foster a sense of his personal opportunities
and responsibilities as a citizen of his connnunity, of
his state, of his country and of the world. ~ch pupil
should be inspired to realize that he can make a
positive contribution to the advancement of society
and particularly of his own community during his lifetime.
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productive role in life and to develop through work
experience good work habits. To give those who do not
go on to college or university enough fundamental science
and vocational training so that they will be able to
qualify for work at their highest skills and can be
properly prepared to earn a living.
AESTHETIC DEVELOPMENT--To provide for each pupil a
comprehensive understanding of the cultural subjects,
music, literature and art, so that he may develop an
aesthetic appreciation or the world in which he lives
and thus open up to him the beauty, significance and
implications involved.
RECREATION AND PLAY--To encourage wholesome and creative
forms or recreation and play.
COMMUNITY RELATIONS--To make the school an essential
part of community lite serving all or 5he people in
various ways according to their need. 6
The schools are staffed with very capable teachers, several

ot them holding Master's degrees and some with training beyond
the Master's degree.

The breakdown or students and faculty tor

each school is as follows: Annapolis Grade School: 74 students,

4 faculty;

Hutsonville Grade School: 189 students, 9 faculty;

West Union Grade School: 97 students, 4 faculty;
High School: 190 students, 15 faculty.

Hutsonville

This gives a total

unit enrollment of 550 students and a unit faculty of 32.
The Hutsonville school system is in a very good financial
condition at the present time.

The current educational budget

is #318,852 (tor school year 1965-66) and the tax rate is
reasonably low compared with other school districts of the area.
The school buildings appeared to be in good condition and no
additinnal facilities are anticipated at the time ot this writing.
There may be a problem of combining grade schools,"tor economic

66. &nployees 1 Manual, op.cit., 4.

-59reasons# in the near future.
The students graduating f'rom Hutsonville High School leave
with miXed emotions.

They are well prepared to take their place

in further educational adventures or in the adult work world, but
there are practically no employment opportunities in the community
for them.

In order to find employment they must either leave the

community or commute some distance to find it.

Vezry few of the

farm boys of the conmunity enter farming as their vocation.

Of

those graduating in 1965, 50 per cent went on to some type of
further education or training and most of those who entered the
work world are living away from Hutsonville at the present time.

Guidance Services Offered
The current guidance services offered at Hutsonville High
School are limited.

Mr. Gene Dolson, high school principal,

is responsible for these services as well as his role as a
mathematics teacher and administrator.

Because or his lack of

time for guidance services, the program has not been developed.
The program at present consists mainly ot testing and incidental
guidance as time permits.
Classroom teachers work with some students on an individual
basis in helping them with educational and vocational choices,
but this is not part ot an organized guidance program.
In order to gain information as to the current program of

guidance services offered at Hutsonville High School, detailed
guidance questionnaires were filled out by Mr. Gene Dolson, High
School Principal and Mr. Max Anderson, Unit Superintendent.

This
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administrators and the material contained in the next several
pages of this paper is based upon these interviews and
questionnaires.

A copy of the detailed guidance questionnaire

used is found in the Appendix of this paper.

Individual Analysis Servicef
Cumulative records are available for all freshmen, sophomores,
juniors and seniors of the Hutsonville High School.

These

records are continuous from grade 1 through grade 12 if the student
has been in the Hutsonville Unit all of these years.
Materials for these cumulative records are gained through ·
intelligence tests, interest tests, ratings by teachers, health
records, and autobiographies.

No attempts are made to include

materials from personal interviews, anecdotal records, personal
questionnaires, or ratings by peers.

Occasionally these materials

may be included by various teachers but they will not be:·1t!ound

as a part of each record.
Those interviewed felt that the records kept are sufficient
to meet the needs or both the student and the institution.

They

also agreed that the records were very accessible to the staff
and ve-ry up-to-date.

The records are only used occasionally by

the staff and only occasionally is the information contained in
the cumulative folder interpreted to the student.

Testing Program
The current testing program at Hutsonville High School is
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The National F.ducational Development Test is given to

all sophomores.

The Illinois Statewide Test, covering differential

aptitude, reading comprehension, and writing skills 1 is given to
all juniors.

The National Merit Scholarship Qualification Test

is given to juniors and approximately forty per cent of the
students take it.

About torty-tive per cent of the seniors take

the American College Test and about five per cent or the seniors
take the Scholastic Aptitude Test.

All of the senior boys are

given the Air Force Aptitude Test.
At the present t1me 1 freshmen are not given any tests and
no interest tests are being used at all.
The tests that are given are administered by the principal.
The test results are interpreted to students in a group process.
The results are discussed and each student is given his own
mimeographed copy ot test results.

Teachers get a mimeographed

list of test results tor all students.
Students are asked toi;pay for the National Merit Test,
American College Teet and Scholastic Aptitude Test.

The school

pays tor all other tests that are given.
Information Service
The information service of Hutsonville High School is
adequate in some areas and lacking in some.

Those interviewed

agreed that there is an adequate supply of current college
catalogs and these are easily accessible to students in the
school library and principal's office.

The file ot occupational

information seems to be limited but it is accessible to students

-62in the school library and principal's
informa.tion available is

fat~ly

off~ce.

The occupational

current and new material is being

added to the file.
The educational and occupational information is made available
to students through files of material, use of occupational films,
some visits to places of business or industry, occupations units
in various courses, and visiting speakers to various classes.
Up until the present year (1965-66), there has been a college day
program and a career day conducted on a county-wide basis.

No

such programs have been undertaken this year.
Personal and social information is made known to all students
through programs of group guidance and through units in other
courses.

Some visual aids are also used to help supply this

information.
Currently no program of orientation for students coming
into Hutsonville High School is being conducted.

In

previous

years a high school visitation day was observed but not at present.
Students, upon entering high school, are not given a regular
handbook but are given information to acquaint them with the
physical plant, school rules and

po~icy,

curriculum offerings and

extra-curricular offerings.
Counseling Service
The service of counseling for students at Hutsonville High
School is limited.

In the first place, time is not available

for counseling sessions.

There is no privacy for these sessions

-63to be conducted.

A private room can be obtained by moving from

the principal's office to a small classroom.

There are no tull-

time or part-time counselors and no teachers are assigned any time
to be used for counseling services.

Teachers are encouraged to

counsel with students on an individual basis but few of them have
any

training in this area.

Those interviewed agreed that the

individual classroom teacher probably did not do very much
counseling.
Some efforts are made by the principal to make counseling
available to new transfer students, to potential drop-outs, to
actual drop-outs, to socially maladjusted students, to emotionally maladjusted students, to high achieving students, to low
achieving students, to probation students, and to disciplinary
cases.

The amount of counseling available to these is indicated

by the amount of time the principal has available--one counseling
hour daily to every 100 students.

Placement Service
The placement service at Hutsonville High School is very
small as far as job placement is concerned, but fairly adequate
as far as placement in college or further educational training.
There is no specitie person assigned to work with job
placements.

Even

tho~ba.lt

of the students do not continue on

in higher education or training, this service is not offered.
Some work along this line is possibly done by the business,
agriculture, and industrial arts
it is not an organized program.

depart~nts

of the school but
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in

the community and very little help is offered those entering

the working force, whether graduates or drop-outs.

Follow-Up Service
The service or follow-up in Hutsonville High School is very
small in actuality.

In a small community and a small school such

as this, it is possible to keep in touch with many former students
without a regular program of follow-up.
All graduates who enter college or other types of advanced
training are studied through a modified follow-up study.
This study consists of records of the schools attended and the
records of the students attending college.

This study is inadequate

because it does not cover those not attending college and those
who have dropped out of school.

This information is just as

valuable and necessary for the work of effective guidance for those
still 1n school.

The information gained through the follow-up

of graduates in college is used to help advise students who anticipate
attending college and also as a basis for evaluating the current
instructional program of the htgh school in preparing students
for college work.

In-Service Training .
There is no in-sel'Vice traiping program in the Hutsonville
High School at the present time •• Even though a guidance program
is anticipated in the next year or so, no program of orl;entation

for teachers or prospective teacher-counselors has been undertaken.
The need for a guidance program has been discussed among school
board members and faculty members, but no training or preparation
has been done toward that end.

Facilities and Budget
Facilities for a guidance service are not adequate at
Hutsonville High School.

Plans are drawn for a private office

but the current situation is conducted by the principal from
his office.
Testing materials are available for the testing program and
more could be purchased.
Secretarial help is available to the principal now and
could be used by a guidance director in the future.
Occupational and educational materials are available on
somewhat of a limited basis.

More are needed to make the file

adequate for the students.
There is no definite amount currently budgeted for guidance
services.

According to Mr.

Max

Anderson, Unit Superintendent,

this item could be included in the budget for an initial amount
of some $500-700 exclusive of salaries.

Public Relations Program
No program of public relations has been undertaken at
Hutsonville High School yet.

The

ma~er

of guidance services

has been discussed by both school board and faculty and there
seems to be a conunon understanding or the needs.

The matter

has not been introduced to the community or to the students in
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It would probably be fair to say all the public

relations so far is of a conversational variety.

Surmnary

A fair estimate ot the guidance services currently offered
at Hutsonville High School is that they are lacking in many points.
In the first part, no person is specifically designated as

guidance director and no organized program is undertaken by
those who find themselves responsible for the service.
In the second place, some areas of guidance service are not

offered at all and only the individual analysis service can be
classed as fully adequate in meeting the needs of both student
and institution.
The areas of testing, counseling, information, placement,
follow-up, and in-service training all have much to be desired in·
order to have an effective program of guidance services.
Facilities and budget can be taken care of satisfactorily
when a program is initiated.
There is currently no program of public relations and it
seems quite necessary that this precede the implementation of a
guidance program.
Concern for a guidance program has been shown by both faculty
and school board.

Consultation is underway with the State

Department of Public Instruction relative to the establishing of
a guidance program in the near future.
being sought and it is quite
be done.

appa,~nt

A guidance director is
that there is work to
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RECOMMENDATIONS AND CONCLUSIONS
Type of Program Needed
In

s~eying

the needs relative to the establishment or a

guidance program 1n the

Hutsonvi~le,

Illinois school system it

becomes apparent that needs do exist and there are things that
can be done to meet these needs.
The type of guidance program needed in the Hutsonville
school system is somewhat different :from other schools and is
complicated by the make-up or the ·school unit.

According to the

size or the Hutsonville High School it would appear

m~re

feasible

to have a guidance director for the unit rather than just for
the high school.

This would tend to relieve some or the pressures

on the grade school teachers who have not had training in testing,
counseling, and working with maladjusted students.

This would

also draw the unit together as procedures and plans become uniform.
Much of the orientation and high school planning could be done in
advance by the guidance director working in the grade schools or
the unit.

This procedure seems to be working quite well in the

Kansas and Oakland schools and their comparative size makes it
appear desirable for Hutsonville.
The individual analysis service seems to be . fairly adequate
for the moment.

More information could be gained for the

cwnulative folder through personal interviews with each student,
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interpretations,

and t tbr~h;.interest

inventories.

This information

would be valuable for the guidance director in counseling sessions
and the information could very well be interpreted more often to
the staf"f and students.
The testing program needs revision.

There should be some

type of interest inventory given• on the sophomore level, some
kind of achievement or aptitude test given on the freshman level,
some kind of test of mental maturity given to all seniors and
specific tests on skills available to those desiring them.

These

tests are necessary to find the current standing of the student
and his desires and interests in future life in order that the
guidance director may better understand the student and assist him
in his preparation for college or life work.

It would also be

helpful if a reading test and an algebra prognosis test PQUld be
given prior to entering high school or early in the freshman
year.

All of these tests are in addition to the NED, Illinois

Statewide, National Merit, Jt.CT, SAT that are currently given.
The testing program is not complete without interpretation
of test scores and it seems apparent that scores should be
interpreted by the guidance director in individual counseling
sessions with students.

These test scores are necessary to help

the student understand himself and to help evaluate his previous
achievements in school and his special interests for the fut'1re.
These scores and indications should be used to counsel the student
and must not just be filed away and not used at all.
The service of information is very much needed today.
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occupational, personal and social information for the students.
College days, career days, units on occupations, group guidance
for personal and social information, and visual aids must be
pr~vided

to give the students information they need to meet the

next decisions 1n life.
A program or orientation is needed whereby all new students
entering Hutsonville High School will understand the school
policies and procedures.

This orientation program should include

all eighth graders coming in and all transfer students cond.ng at
the beginning or during the year.
More time needs to be made available for individual
counseling sessions.

There is no need collecting test information

and cumulative records if the material is not used to help the
student adjust to life situations and find the best place in
life to serve.
counseling.

Many problems can also be handled through

Transfer students, potential drop-outs, maladjusted

students, high and low achievers, probationary, and disciplinary
students all need access to counseling.

This program should be

open to all students and also to faculty members.

There should

be at least one counseling hour per day for each hundred students,
exclusive or other guidance activities.
There needs to be some program developed to help students
leaving school find employment.

There should be a suryey of job

opportunities in the community, a survey of part-time jobs
available, and a program of helping students find these jobs.
The program could well be worked in cooperation with other
departments or the school.
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college or other advanced training programs.

Much work has to

be done with these students and the guidance director should
include this as a part of his service.

i follow-up study must be made of all students leaving the
high school.

This applies to drop-outs as well as graduates.

This information is needed to advise current students

or

their

prospects upon leaving school, to help evaluate the instructional
program of the school, to help evaluate the guidance program, and
to help in changing curriculum.

This follow-up needs to be made

yearly and continue to cover students for five years after they
leave school.
A program of in-service training must be developed to help
other teachers use the services offered by the guidance department.
Workshops, demonstrations, and other means can be used to interpret
the guidance work to the faculty.

The school board should also

urge faculty members to get additional training in the area of
guidance services.
The facilities for guidance service at Hutsonville High
School must be im.prpved before an effective program can be carried
on.

There must be a private office for individual counseling

sessions.

'!'here must be more testing materials, more informational

materials, and;:more money available to secure these items.

There

must be some $500 available for supplies besides the salary of
the guidance director and the equipment of the guidance office.
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In order to have an organized guidance program 1n Hutsonville

High School 1 it seems necessary to lay the groundwork even before
a guidance director is secured.

Several steps should be initiated

immediately:
1. Make provisions in the school budget for salary necessary
to obtain a qualified guidance director and for materials for
the operation of a guidance program.
2. Make provisions tor office space suitable to the needs

of a guidance department.

3. Begin a program of public relations among faculty
members to encourage their acceptance and use of guidance services.

4. Specify some guidelines as to the work expected by the
guidance director 1n the high school and in the school unit if
the~;!pemJOn

is responsible for the whole unit guidance program.

5. Keep accurate records of students who are currently in
school so these will be up-to-date and complete when a guidance
director is employed.
6. Consider the guidance department in all areas of school

planning tor next year so there will be time available for guidance
work and testing programs.

In the best interests of the guidance

department 1 time must be available in the school calendar and in
the weekly program of school activites to carry on these guidance
services.

Swmna.ry
By

way of summary 1 a guidance program is urgently needed
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planning for future life.

Students need help and direction in
The school system needs uniformity in

many procedures from school to school.

Adequate records must be

kept to help evaluate the overall picture of the school program.
Problem students need help and exceptional students need attention.
Information needs to be supplied to those leaving school and
entering an adult world.

Contact must be maintained to see the

effectiveness of the school program.

Faculty members need help

in understanding students and adequately meeting student needs.
Because of these needs that do exist and ma.llY'l' 1ftore that probably
1

exist 1 a guidance program is currently needed at Hutsonville

Hiih

School.

APPENDIX

GUIDANCE QUESTIONNAIRE
GENERAL INFORMATION

· ---

.....___

1. Name of School
2. Name and title of person reporting
3. School enrollment by classes
Freshmen
Juniors
Sophomores
Seniors
4. Describe the guidance office as to space, location in building,
equipment provided, recorde kept, help provided, etc.

·------------------------------

5. What is the current budget for guidance; exclusive of salaries?
__________,.per year
INDIVIDUAL ANALYSIS SERVICE
r. For which grades are cumulative records available for all
students?
(Circle those which apply) 9 10 11 12
2. Check the means by which you gather data for these cumulative
records:
Questionnaire
Interviews
_____Intelligence Tests
~Ratings by peers
Reading Tests
~Ratings by teachers
___Personality Tests
____Anecdotal Records
Achievement Tests
____Health Records
Interest ·Tests
Autobiographies
~Other (specify)

-

-

-

-

TESTING PROGRAM
1. What test s . ~re given and at which grade levels?
Freshmen ··Sophomore_s -Juniors- ~

Seniors-2. How are these test scores interpreted to the students?
(check those which apply)
~by homeroom teacher
in group guidance program

in individual conference with counselor
~by bulletin board notice
~other (specify)

-

3. Are the students asked to pay any of the cost of testing?
Yes

No

Whtch ones?~--~--~----------------~~~~-

INFORMATION SERVICE
1. Check the means by which educational and occupational information
is made available to the students:
file of college catalogs
file of occupational books, booklets, etc.
use of occupational films
___use of occupational posters, charts, etc.
course on occupations
visits to places of business and/or industry
career day
_college day
occupations units in various courses
referral to helpful .community resource persons and agencies
other
(specify)

-

-

2. Where are college catalogs available to students?
(check the ones which apply)
Library
Guidance office other (specify)

----

.

--~----~--~

3. Where is occupational information available to students?
~Library

Guidance Office

Other

(specify)~~~~~~

4. How is personal and/or social information made known to all
students.?
____specific courses for such
____group guidance

____visual aids
____units in other courses

~referral (specify)~------------------------------~~~--~other (specify)____________~~~~~------~~~~~--~

5. What does the orientation program do for new students?
_acquaints
_acquaints
_acquaints
acquaints
_acquaints
acquaints

-

them
them
them
them
them
them

with
with
with
with
with
with

personnel
physical plant
school rules and policy
school services
curriculum offerings
extra-curricular offerings

COUNSELING SERVICE

· -·-·~-- -- ·-

4t

---

..

1. How many full-time counselors are there? ~~--2. How many teacher-counselors are there? ~~-3. Approximately what percent of guidance time is given
to counseling?
4. What is the time available ratio? (Fill in blank with
appropria~~ . figure)

One counseling hour daily to every
students.
5. Approximately what percent of guidance time is given to
guidance administrative duties?
PLACEMENT SERVICE

1. Is placement service provided for graduates?
2. Is placement service provided for drop-outs?
3. Is placement service provided for part-time jobs?
4. How much assistance is given the student who is
seeking a job? {check one)
Little
Much _Some
None

Yes

No

-

FOLLOW-UP SERVICE
1. Check the groups for which follow-up studies are made:
graduates in college
_drop-outs
graduates in other advanced education
graduates in employment

-

2. How is the information which is gained by the follow-up
put to use? {check those which apply)
~assist others
~change curriculum
~evaluate instructional
evaluate guidance program
program
other (specify)

-

IN-SERVICE TRAINING
What types of in-service training are currently being used and
to whom is this service given?

OTHER COMMENTS
Feel free to make additional comments on the back of this page.

A DETAILED ANALYSIS OF GUIDANCE SERVICES
OFFERED AT HUTSONVILLE HIGH SCHOOL
INDIVIDUAL ANALYSIS SERVICE
1. For which grades are cumulative records available on all
students? (Circle those which apply)
9 10 11 12
2. Check the means by which you gather data for these cumulative
records:
_
Queetj.onnaire
Interviews
_Intel11.gence Tests
____Ratings bv Peers
____Reading Tests
~Ratings by Teachers
Personalitv Tests
____Autobiographies
~Achievement Tests
Health Records
Interest Tests
Anecdotal Records
_Other
-

c

-

-

3. In terms of the needs of both institution a)nd indiv~.dual, how
complete are your records?
(check one
Very complete
:Easily Adequate
Sufficient
____Somewhat inadequate
~Very incomplete
4. How frequently are these used by the staff?
_____Very frequently ~Occasionally
Seldom
5, How would you evaluate the accessibility of the cumulative
records to the staff?
Very accessible
Adequately accessible
Inaccessible
6. Regarding current information, how up-to-date are the records?
Very up-to-date .
Somewhat up-to-date
Decidedly
riOt up-to-date
7 . Is the information in the cumulative records interpreted

-

-

-

-

-

very often to the student?

____Frequently

____Occasionally

____Never

INFORMATION SERVICE
r • Check the means by which educational and occupational information

is made. available to the student:
____file of college catalogs and bulletins
. file of occupational boo~s, booklets, etc .
____use of occupational films
____use of occupational posters, charts, etc.
_____course of occupations
____visits to places of business and/or industry

-

_career day
_college day
_____occupations units in various courses
referral to helpful community resource persons and agencies
other (specify)
2.

extensive a collection of college bulletins and catalogs
is there?
(check one) . ·
. limited _negligible
~very extensive
~adequate

H~w

-

3. How extensive a collection of occupational information?
____very extensive

____adequate

___limited

____negligible

4. How current is the collection of college bulletins and catalogs?
rather outdated
How current is the collection or occupational information?
____very current

5.

_very current

-

somewhat up-to-date
somewhat up-to-date

rather outdated

6. Where are the college catalogs available to students?
'(Check those which apply)
~Library ~Guidance office
Other (specify) ______~---

7. Where is occupational information available to students?
______Library

_Guidance office

other

(specify)~-----~~

8. How is personal and/or social information made known to all
students?

(check those which apply)
--~specif1c courses for such
visual aids
____group guidance
_____units in other courses
____rererral (spectfy) ______________________________~----~_other (spec1.fy )_____________________

-

9. What does the orientatton
~acquaints them with
___acquaints them with
____acquaints them with
~acquaints them with
_acquaints them with
acquaints them with
other (specify)

-

program do for new students?
personnel
physical plant
school rules and policy
school services
curr5.culum offertngs
extra-curricular offerings

COUNSELING SERVICE
1. How many full-time counselors are there?

2. How many teacher-counselors are there?
Yes
No
3. Is privacy ava1.lable for the counseling situation?
4. Do the counselors and/or teacher-counselors use
referral sources?
5. Do the counselors and/or teacher-counselors have
specialized training?
6. Are teacher-counselors assigned a certain amount
of time for counseling duties?
7. Are teachers encouraged to counsel wlth all students?
8, Are teachers encouraged to counsel wlth parents?
9. In consideration of the amount of time available, how
much counseling is done by the average classroom
teacher? (check one)
Much
Some
Not much
None
10. Are there any efforts to make counseling available for:
New transfer students
Potential dropouts
Actual dropouts
Socially malad,justed students
Emotionally maladjusted students
High achteving students
Low achieving students
Probation students
Disciplinary cases
11. What is the counselor/student ratio? (Fill in blank
with appropriate figure)
Full time counselor (or equivalent) to every ~students.
12. What is the time available ratio? (Fill in blank with
appropriate figure)
One counseling hour daily to every _____ students.

-

-

-

PLACEMENT SERVICE
1. Is there a specific person assigned for job placement
in your school?
2. Is s.u fficient time gtven to job placement?
3. Is there a wholesome cooperation with the community?
4. Is the service provided for graduates?
5. Is the service provided for drop-outs?

Yes

No

Yes

No

Yes

No

6, Is the service provided for part-t1me jobs?
7. Has a survey of part-time jobs been made?
8. Has a survey of full-time jobs been made?
9. How much assistance is given th)e student who is
seeking a ,job?
.(check one
~Very much
Some
Little ____None

10. Give the number of placements during the past year:
Part-time jobs
F\111-time jobs
FOLLOW-UP SERVICE

1. Is there a follow-up study made of all graduates?
2. Is there a follow-up study made of graduates who
are in college?
3. Is there a follow-up study made of graduates who
are not in college?
4. Is there a follow-up study made of all dropouts?
5. How is the information which is gained by the
follow-up put to use? (Check those which apply)
assist others
evalu~te instructional program
evaluate guidance program
~change curriculum
_____other (specify)
IN-SERVICE TRAINING
1. List the methods of in-service training that are now being
used for both counselors and teacher-counselors.

FURTHER COMMENTS
Please feel free to make additional comments that would be
helpful in the preparation of a paper entitled "A Study Of the
Needs Relative To the Establishment Of A Guidance Program in the
Hutsonville, Illinois School System."
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